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Where's Wally? Fantastic Fun Box (Wheres
Wally)
Where's Waldo? In the spotlight . . . somewhere! Now that the rest of
the scene has gone dark, finding him is a spectacular new challenge.
Just when you thought you'd mastered the art of finding Waldo, along
comes a whole new twist to tracking him down! In an innovative, allpaper design that simulates a traveling spotlight beam, each scene is
completely dark until the savvy reader slides a wand underneath to
"light up" a small section. The trick is to carefully move the magic
slider around until the right spot is revealed. Each of the six classic
nighttime scenes contains Waldo and four other favorite characters to
find, along with bonus hidden content and additional games on every
page. With an exciting new format that gives our wanderer the star
treatment he deserves, The Spectacular Spotlight Searchis a musthave for Waldo fans of all ages.
Wow! Five fantastic Where's Wally? titles and a sticker book in one
sumptuous slipcase. Featuring the first five bestselling Where's
Wally? adventures: Where's Wally?, Where's Wally Now?, Where's
Wally? 3 The Fantastic Journey, Where's Wally? In Hollywood and
Where's Wally? The Wonder Book. Plus Where's Wally? The Fabulous
Flying Carpets Sticker Book, with over 250 stickers and a play scene
to create your own Wally adventures. Hours of eye-boggling fun!
Lets you join Wally and his friends. This Santa themed sticker activity
book features 24 pages of wintry sticker-based activities (spot the
differences, jigsaws, games, mazes, searches and more) and six
sticker sheets bursting with hundreds of stickers to complete them.
Searches! Puzzles! Travel Fun!
Where's Wally? in Hollywood
The Incredible Paper Chase
Where's Waldo? in Hollywood
The Complete Collection
Chewbacca, a notorious rebel ally, is wanted for crimes against the Empire. Not often seen
without his partner-in-crime, Han Solo, this Wookiee has evaded capture on multiple occasions,
due in no small part to the fastest freighter in the universe, the Millennium Falcon. Chewie, as he
is more commonly known, has a sizeable bounty on his head. Can you find this furry criminal
before other accomplished bounty hunters beat you to it?
Maybe you're good at spotting Waldo. But can you spot the difference? Head to the museum,
where even the sharpest eyes are seeing double. Waldo is wandering through the museum, where
there are some devilishly difficult differences to decipher. Finding Waldo and his buddies is hard
enough, but who can spot the minutiae that separate one Egyptian tablet from another? The
dastardly details that make two maritime scenes unalike? The itty-bitty discrepancies between the
vintage books and scrolls? With more than five hundred differences to be delineated, this spin on
the art of spotting Waldo--now available in paperback--will have fans of all ages lining up to take
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a look.
Wally and his friends are back in this nifty, travel-sized book of thrills! Packed full of paperfolding activities, games and searches to get your brain in gear for adventure! Create lots of
exhilarating Wally fun from a fleet of paper aeroplanes to a host of fantastic fortune tellers, with
clear instructions for assembly. Plus, there are perforated pages, stickers and extra craft paper NO GLUE OR SCISSORS REQUIRED! Wow! A perfect book for people who love searches,
games, making and creating. Let the Paper Pandemonium begin! Fifth in a series of travel-sized
Wally titles - look out for The Totally Essential Travel Collection, The Colouring Collection,
Games on the Go! and Exciting Expeditions on your adventures!
The U
Help! I Need My Superheroes!
A Fun Where's Wally Style Book for 2-4 Year Olds
12 Classic Scenes As You've Never Seen Them Before!
Where's Waldo? the Ultimate Waldo Watcher Collection
Sixty years on from 1950s Los Angeles, No Helmets Required tells the
story of 20 young American footballers convinced by entrepreneur Mike
Dimitro to fly off around the world playing rugby league - a game
they'd never even heard of. Miraculously, the American All Stars
competed with the best Australia, New Zealand and France had to offer,
and shocked the locals with some stunning victories. Yet beyond the
media circus and celebrity adventures, the All Stars had fights and
flings, suffered tragic illness and farcical court cases. Dimitro's
mission to establish rugby league in the United States failed in
spectacular fashion - though one All Star went on to win the Super
Bowl, one became a Hollywood stuntman and another an Olympic champion.
One player founded a church; another was murdered. The emergence of
their remarkable story coincides with the USA's first ever
qualification for the Rugby League World Cup, in 2013.
Everybody has a story, but nobody’s story is quite like Wally and
Zizza’s. Told by their son now they have passed, Wally and Zizza’s
Amazing Journey is more than a family history, exploring the dramatic
twentieth century through the lens of his parents. Through wars,
emigration and exploration, the couple took on the world together,
searching for new discoveries in both outer and inner landscapes. They
lived on four continents, met with great teachers, dealt with wars and
passed on lessons to their children. All of this astounding adventure
is illustrated throughout by the extensive use of documents and
photographs Louis shares, along with personal recollections and
historical research. Told with humour and great affection, Wally and
Zizza’s Amazing Journey chronicles the laughs, the lows and every
little and large moment that made up a spectacular life. Readers who
enjoy road stories, as well as a detailed look at the events of the
twentieth century, will delight in a story that examines history
through an intrepid couple’s eyes - and perhaps inspire a change in
perspective for those open to it.
The reader is invited to find Waldo in the detailed illustrations of
several crowded Hollywood movie sets.
The Fantastic Journey
Where's Wally? Santa Spectacular
Where's Wally? Exciting Expeditions
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A Magical Search-and-Find Book
Where's Waldo? the Great Picture Hunt

All the wondrous Wally worlds in one This title contains seven sensational 'Where's
Wally?' books packed into a handy travel-sized edition. Wherever you're going,
however you're travelling - join the spectacular search for Wally and be sure to send a
postcard to all of your friends
This terrific, travel-sized Where's Wally? book is full of searches, games and creative
activities. Solve perplexing puzzles, personalise your travel checklist, design your own
time machine and more. Plus, keep track of your own journeys with fun prompts, facts
and challenges. And don't forget to search for Wally - he's hiding in every scene! This
search-and-find book also comes with a bonus sensational story card game!Fourth in a
series of travel-sized Wally titles - look out for The Totally Essential Travel Collection,
The Colouring Collection and Games on the Go! on your adventures!
Are you a Parent, Grandparent, Nanny, Manny or Childminder? Then THIS is the book
for you! Children learn more when they are excited! There are many learning
opportunities throughout your day that are missed. This book takes children's stories
that we all know (and some we don't) and love then shows you how to use them as a
tool for learning in all areas of the Early Years Foundation Stage. With direct quotes
from Children's Authors, Writers and Radio/Television personalities as well as
inspirational quotes this book turns school education into the home environment.
'There's More to Books than Reading' shows you how to make the everyday
extraordinary.
Where's the Unicorn?
Where's Waldo? Spooky Spotlight Search
Where's Wally? Destination: Everywhere!
Where's Wally Now?
Where's Wally? The Holiday Handbook

It's pitch dark on the way to Odlaw's haunted castle -- but Waldo-seekers have a cool
wand to light the way in a book perfect for the spooky season. Somewhere in the
darkness, Waldo is venturing across a swamp toward a looming castle, sneaking down
to the dungeon and through a creepy gallery to . . . Hey! We didn't see that twist
coming! In Waldo's second adventure featuring this innovative, all-paper design,
readers can slide a spotlight searcher under a series of totally dark scenes, illuminating
small sections and stealthily moving the light to seek out Waldo and his friends.
Everyone's favorite vagabond is in costume as himself in this Halloween-worthy
challenge for eagle-eyed fans.
15 superheroes are playing hide and seek. Where could they be, let's take a peek! In
this fun, spot the superhero puzzle game, you'll travel through parks, shops, carnivals,
airports, playgrounds, a sunny beach and many more locations in the search for some
amazing and awesome superhumans. See if you can find Peter Power, Zoe Zoom and
Zapper Zac - and don't forget Barry Burp along the way! A great book for 2-4 year
olds. For the kids who like Where's Wally/Waldo books but find the puzzles a little
tricky. This book is printed by Amazon using 60-pound smooth bright offset white
paper. While many children's books are printed this way, some may be expecting a
satin-style finish. Please take this into consideration before purchasing. Thank you.
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In 'The Incredible Paper Chase', Wally travels through amazing worlds of dinosaurs,
soldiers, clowns and more. He leaves a tiny piece of paper to look for in every scene,
and at the end of the book there are checklists with hundreds more things to find.
The Wonder Book
Where's Wally? Across Lands
How to Help Your Child Bring Stories to Life
No Helmets Required
Where's Wally? Fantastic Fun Box
The reader follows Waldo and other characters as they travel through various scenes and
tries to find them and their lost objects in the illustrations.
The reader is invited to find Waldo as he travels in various places and participate in other
games such as spot-the-differences and match the pictures.
A collection for only the most diligent of searchers! Complete the picture and find your
favorite Where's Waldo? adventures in one sensational slipcase. Ready yourself for hours
of searching with this slipcase full of Waldo's best-selling adventures. This cool collection
features seven puzzling classics--each including a spread full of new games and
searches, and redesigned with a cohesive new look. Line them all up and you may even
find the titular wanderer along their spines! Inside you'll find: Where's Waldo? Where's
Waldo Now? Where's Waldo? The Fantastic Journey Where's Waldo? In Hollywood
Where's Waldo? The Wonder Book Where's Waldo? The Great Picture Hunt Where's
Waldo? The Great Paper Chase
There's More to Books Than Reading
Where's Waldo? the Totally Essential Travel Collection
Where's Wally? at Sea
Where's Waldo? the Spectacular Spotlight Search
Wally and Zizza's Amazing Journey
27 dinosaurs are playing hide and seek ... Where could they be?
Let's take a peek!
Take a trip through film history and find Wally and friends
along the way! Journey to the Wild, Wild West, crawl into Ali
Baba's crazy cave, wander through the Where's Wally musical.
With lots of eye-boggling extras, Wally is smaller and harder to
find than ever!
Lost for thousands of years. Hidden among thousands of people.
Let the search for Wally begin... again! Wally-Watchers, get
ready to dive into the past - and maybe the future - in your
search for the mischevious Wally and friends.
Wheres Wally? the Solid Gold Collection
Where's the Wookiee
Where's Waldo : the Ultimate Fun Book!
Destination: Everywhere!
Where's Waldo?
The reader follows Waldo as he hikes around the world and must try to find him in
the illustrations of some of the crowded places he visits, including the past, fantasy
worlds, movie sets, and famous works of art.
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View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
Synopsis coming soon.......
Where's Waldo? the Wow Collection
Where's Wally? the Sticker Book!
FANTASTIC CHILDREN'S STORIES.
Where's Wally?
Where's Wally? Double Trouble at the Museum
Follow a colourful blessing of globetrotting unicorns as they gallop
around the world on an incredible whistle-stop tour. From a star-studded
film premiere and a flamboyant festival, to a wild safari adventure and a
beautiful tropical beach, there are 17 intricately illustrated scenes to
search, and seven sensational unicorns to spot in every location.
In this book, the reader can join Wally on his quest through bizarre and
magical places. Hidden in every intricately-detailed scene are Wally and
his friends. This mini edition comes with free magnifying glass.
Celebrate 30 years of Where's Waldo? as Waldo revisits twelve
destinations, each one with a brand-new game and more searches.
Where's Waldo? Double Trouble at the Museum: the Ultimate Spot-TheDifference Book!
The Great Waldo Search
Help! My Dinosaurs are Lost in the City!.
Wheres Wally?
Where's Wally? Takes Flight

The travel companion that Waldo fans can’t get enough
of--now with all the classic adventures! Waldo seekers on
their own voyages will be raring to go with this compact
compilation featuring all seven of his renowned excursions:
Where’s Waldo? Where’s Waldo Now? Where’s Waldo? The
Fantastic Journey Where’s Waldo? The Wonder Book Where’s
Waldo? In Hollywood Where’s Waldo? The Great Picture Hunt!
Where’s Waldo? The Incredible Paper Chase
Where's Wally? Paper Pandemonium: Search, Fold and Play on
the Go!
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